THANK YOU FOR COMING!

UWA PANTOSOC PRESENTS

ROBIN HOOD

How KING GRINC HARD stole Nottingham

All proceeds from our Christmas show this year are donated to Redkite

Friday 18th, Saturday 19th & Sunday 20th
Dolphin Theatre
WHAT IS A PANTOMIME?

PantoSoc has a proud history of putting on high-quality productions at UWA since 2003. It is a traditional British form of theatre that encourages audience interaction, so feel free to heckle the cast with phrases such as "He’s behind you!" and "Oh no you’re not!"

We are an all-inclusive society, and one of our core tenets is that everyone who auditions for our shows gets a part and a chance to join in the fun.

We perform three original shows every year: one each semester, and a family-friendly Christmas show in December, with proceeds going to charity.

Recently we’ve been expanding our operations and engaging in corporate events, charity balls and school shows. If you’d like to have us perform at your event, we’d love to hear from you!

CONTACT US

To keep up to date with our latest events, find us on Facebook or visit uwapanto.com.au

To see our previous shows, check out our YouTube channel at youtube.com/uwapanto

For more information, email us at: uwapanto@gmail.com

We’d love to see you audition for our shows!
Robin Hood: How King Grinchard Stole Nottingham

It’s Christmas time in Nottingham and King Richard is going on vacation, leaving behind his secret brother, Grinchard, disguised as the real King. Within no time at all, Grinchard institutes a 100% Presents Tax, which requires all citizens to give their Christmas presents to the crooked impostor!–

Will Grinchard get away with his dastardly plan or will Robin Hood and his friends be able to save Nottingham – and Christmas from being stolen away from under their noses? And will Robin manage to get the perfect Christmas ham for his friends?

Scenes

Prologue: The Plot of Tonight (Or in the Event that the Show is a Matinee, This Afternoon
Scene 1: The Grinchard Administration
Scene 2: Gifter Refuted
Scene 3: The Ten Bridge Fighting Commandments
Scene 4: I Am Not Throwing Away My Shot (At That Ham)
A Musical Interlude: Taco Tuesday Parade
Scene 5: The Cell Where It Happens
Scene 6: Who Lives, Who Dies, Who Opens All Your Presents
Scene 7: What’d I Miss?

Huge thanks to:
Uni Print
UWA Guild
Unitheatres
Redkite
Liam S. Smith

And of course, our strappin' young (at heart) audience.
You’re the best.

Crew
Directed by: Katherine Italiano and Bronwyn Hughes
Produced by: Ruby Breen, Bronwyn Hughes, Steven Correia
Head Writers: Adam Heap and Nicola Macri
Stage Manager: Byron Wheeler
Sound: Stuart Paton
Lighting: Cameron Butler
Costumes/Props: Steven Correia
Charity Liaison: Steven Correia
Ushers: Ruby Breen, Emma Kitching,
Cast

Narrator #1
Narrator #2
Robin Hood
Marian
Friar Tuck
Will Scarlet
Little John
Nursie
Scarlet Whill
Big Ol’ Jane
Grinchard
Sheriff
King Richard
Queen Queenie
Tax Cop Lenny
Tax Cop Carl
Madison
Jefferson
Steve Sockman
Poppy Puppyman
Brett Butcherman

James Heitman
Nicola Macri
Stephi Ivers
Sarah Coulton
Jack Dawson
Ryan Nicholson
Bradley Walker
Hayley Edwards
Amy Moylett
Alice Pugliese
Drew Thornton
Taylor Home
Jono Astbury
Mandy Moe Pwint Tu
Cam Locke
Lewis Graham
Mandy Moe Pwint Tu
Eduardo Gerstner
James Heitman
Deane Jones
Adam Heap

Jingle Bells

Dashing through the snow
On a one-horse open sleigh,
Over the fields we go,
Laughing all the way;
Bells on bob-tail ring,
making spirits bright.
What fun it is to ride and sing
A sleighing song tonight...
Jingle bells, jingle bells,
Jingle all the way!
O what fun it is to ride
In a one-horse open sleigh...
Mandy Moe Pwint Tu // Queen Queenie, Madison, Pompous Rich Folk Ritchie, Bow-nie Parker
Hey you. Gneiss chert. You're rocking it

Nicola Macri // Narrator #2, Guardian Frieda, Head Writer
Guys you can listen to Hamilton on Spotify for free you don't even have to pay for it (but you should). I have the honour to be your obedient servant, N. Mac

Patrick Mitchell // Guard Gary
I ship GreGary <3

Ruby Breen // Producer
You can't see Ruby because she has a blanket over her head. OooOOOoooOO scary ghost.

Ryan "Bryan" Nicholson // Will Scarlet
You know what Drake, how about you try calling HER on HER cellphone?

Sarah Coulton // Marian
I don't even like ham...

Stephi Ivers // Robin Hood
Unporktunately, Stepbi has been in a bit of a mud hole this Christmas, but hopefully with some oinkment and rest she will soon be cured.

Steven Correia // The Water Feature, Charity Liason, Producer, Costupropsmaster
Steven decided to be the strong, silent type in this play being the rock that the production really needed.

Stuart Paton // Sound Guy
Hear that?

Taylor Home // Sheriff
Here's an easy game to play. Here's an easy thing to say ... Fox in box. Box with locks. Unless Mr Fox. Returns my socks
Under the Hood

Adam Heap // Brett Butcherman, Party MC, Santa, Head Writer
Adam is currently writing a musical rap biography about how he founded Australia, called 'Adamander Heapilton'. It definitely does not infringe on the copyright of the current Broadway musical 'Hamilton'.

Alice Pugliese // Big Ol' Jane
Actually has a costume of a goldfish at home!!

Alysha Macri // Guardian Glenn, Merida
90% Liza Minnelli, 10% Kristen Wiig (as Liza Minnelli), 100% Germanic Nightmare Monster

Amy Myolett // Scarlet Whill
Will I write a bio or will he write a bio? Because I Will but so is he and I think he will but I'm Whill too and... Ahhhh this is so confusing!

Bradley Walker // Little John
Big thanks to everyone for coming out to celebrate my aluminium jubilee!

Bronwyn Hughes // The One Horse, Pompous Rich Folk Gatsby, Hawkeye, Director, Producer
Bronwyn's decent into Christmas madness began when “The Christmas Conga” started following her. She now jumps at the sight of anything Christmas-y

Byron Wheeler // Stage Manager
Steven is stupid for veto-ing my good bio

Cam Michael Butler // Lighting Dude
Cam I am. Lighting I do. Merry, your Christmas will be. Always with you, the Force is

Cam Locke // Tax Cop Lenny
Cam rhymes with Ham

Cat Coetzee // The Water Feature
I don’t know

Deane Jones // Poppy Puppyman, Sad Poor Urchin Annie Blarg … Smashing

Drew Thornton // Grinchard
Please stop making fun of my triple myocarditis

Eduardo Gerstner // Jefferson, Sad Poor Urchin Oliver
Has come across the world just to be in a panto show!

Hayley Edwards // Nursie, Clyde B-arrow
Hey, nonny, nonny and a ho, ho, ho

Jack Dawson // Friar Tuck
Jack is, in fact, an optical illusion. If you’ve seen him here today, then you’re probably dehydrated. Have some water, and try to ignore him when he begins growing eyes

James Heitman // Narrator #1, Steve Sockman
Foxy

Jono Astbury // King Richard, Guard Greg
Chwistmas. Chwistmas is wot bwings us togeder tooday. Chwistmas, that bwessed howiday, that dweam wifin a dweam...

Katherine Italiano // The One Horse, Legolas, Director
They’re taking the ham to Isengard!!

Lewis Graham // Tax Cop Carl
But if all presents are being taxed, and I am living in the present, then that means ....